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ABSTRACT
This work presents an analysis of the discriminators used in Generative Adversar
(GANs) for Video. We show that unconstrained video discriminator architectures
surface with high curvature which make optimisation difficult. We also show th
ture becomes more extreme as the maximal kernel dimension of video discriminat
With these observations in hand, we propose a methodology for the design of a fami
Lower-Dimensional Video Discriminators for GANs (LDVD-GANs). The propos
ogy improves the performance and efficiency of video GAN models it is applied to
strates good performance on complex and diverse datasets such as UCF-101. In p
show that LDVDs can double the performance of Temporal-GANs and provide for
art performance on a single GPU using the proposed methodology.
uction
vation
gh-dimensional datasets of interest, involving images and video, lie on some lower dimensiona
imation of these datasets presents a unique challenge that has very few practical solutions.
networks (GANs) are an implicit density estimation approach to unsupervised learning that prov
n. Schmidhuber [30, 31] laid out the fundamental principles underpinning adversarial training
s elaborated in [32]. Goodfellow et al. [10] introduced the GAN framework that extended these
elling of complex high-dimensional data distributions. In the case of images, GANs provide a
, from a lower dimensional latent code, 푧 ∈ ℝ푑 , to the high dimensional image manifold, 푋
ing, they use an auxiliary network,퐷, tominimise the Jensen–Shannon divergence between the d
nduced by the mapping 퐺 and the true data distribution of real images from the dataset. The m
dient signal from 퐷 to improve the quality of images it produces until they are indistinguishabl
from the true data distribution.
cacy of this training regime has revolutionised the field of image generation, subsequently e
leading method for image generation. GAN-based image generation has observed significant
ectural contributions [25, 39, 14] to novel forms of losses [3, 13] and stabilization methods [19, 1
te-of-the-art models for image generation produce high-resolution visual results that are sometim
to distinguish from those derived from the true data distribution [7, 15].
parison, video generation has not enjoyed the same level of progress as image generation. V
odels have benefited frommethods such as progressive growing [1] and Lipschitz regulation [27]
els are still insufficient when it comes to modelling the true video distribution and produce resu
ified as lying outside its support.
re many possible reasons for the comparatively limited performance of GAN models on the tas
hen compared to image modelling. The most obvious reason being that video modelling is a
earch is supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC), as part of the CDT in Robo
tems at Heriot-Watt University and The University of Edinburgh.
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mensional and more complex task due to the addition of a temporal dimension. The additional dimension significantly
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emory and compute costs.
ary
lyse the discriminators used in VGAN models and reveal a more nuanced contributing factor to
e of these models. We find that the dimensionality of the 3D kernels used in video discriminato
y higher curvature in the loss landscape when compared to that induced by 2D kernels and
to first order optimization methods such as stochastic gradient decent. Although gradient decen
smooth loss landscape for good performance, the link between kernel dimensionality and the cu
dscape was unknown prior to this work. We discover and explore this link, which results in an e
of anomalous behaviours and characteristics exhibited by videoGANs. In light of this observation
m kernel dimensionality of video GAN models as an area of optimisation for the purposes of
d improving performance. We develop a video discriminator design methodology which can
e performance of any video GAN model and demonstrate our methodology on two existing v
e also explore computation and memory efficiency from this perspective. To conclude, we de
ering the maximal kernel dimensionality of a video GAN model, we can reduce pathologies
improve overall model performance while significantly increasing memory and computation
ed design principles improve the performance of every video GAN model we apply them to a
-the-art results at a level of efficiency unmatched by any existing video GAN model.
el contributions are as follows:
rovide the first analysis of video discriminators.
iscover a previously unknown phenomenon; that the curvature of the loss landscape for video G
tes as the convolution kernel dimensionality of their discriminator increases.
ropose a set of discriminator design principles, that when applied together lead to improved pe
fficiency of video GAN models.
ication of our proposed methodology to common video GAN models provides for state-of-the-
esults on the UCF-101 dataset.
how the first video GAN model capable of modelling video at resolutions of up to 512x512.
ut
rk is organized as follows; in the following section we review the relevant literature in both the
domains. Section 3 details an analysis of the MoCoGAN and TGAN video discriminators.
a family of lower dimensional video discriminators. Secion 5 compares the performance of th
ors against prior art. Section 6 concludes this study with a discussion of the results and its impli
f video discriminators.
d Work
e Generation
rial training, within the context of neural networks [30, 31, 32, 10], pits two networks against
m non-cooperative game which is solved, in the game-theoretic sense, by the application of th
1]. A network, called the generator (퐺), learns to model the true data distribution, 푝푑푎푡푎, byermed the discriminator (퐷), whose job is to learn a classifier that tells apart the generated dat
he standard formulation of this game is given by the value function 푉 (퐺,퐷);
ax
휓
푉 (퐺,퐷) = E푥∼푝푑푎푡푎(푥)
[
푓퐷
(
퐷휓 (푥)
)]
+E푧∼푝푧(푧)
[
푓퐺
(
퐷휓
(
퐺휃(푧)
))]J
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r
ofand 휃 are parameters for퐷 and 퐺 respectively, 푝푧 is a prior distribution and 푓 (⋅) is a real-valued functiont form depends on the choice of loss function [10, 3, 22]. Goodfellow et al. [10] initially presented models
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trained with this approach, termed Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), on the task of image generation. In the
GAN resea ation tasks
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Journal Pre-proofrch community, significant effort has been dedicated to improving performance on image gener
ark and to stabilizing the adversarial training regime [25, 3, 19, 39, 7]. To facilitate evaluatio
etrics such as the Inception Score (IS) [29] and the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [12] have b
r benchmarking image quality and diversity respectively.
o Generation
tive adversarial networks for video (VGAN) by Vondrick et al. [37] was the first model to exten
omain. It is composed of a 3D discriminator and a two-stream generator; one stream generating
content using 2D kernels and another 3D stream generating the foreground dynamic content.
uent models such as Temporal GAN (TGAN) [27] andMotion and Content decomposed GAN (M
two-stage generator. In TGAN, the first stage samples a random latent 푧푐 ∈ ℝ푑푐 and generatbles 푧1..푇푚 conditioned on 푧푐 that define a video trajectory across 푇 time-steps. The second stagd latents [푧푐 ; 푧푡푚],1 and generates a single image for each time-step 푡 ∈ 푇 . The first stage oses 1D kernels, followed by 2D kernels for image generation in the second stage. It utilises 3D
nator.
AN [36] explicitly models the static and dynamic attributes of video separately. This model
atent space, where the content in video is embedded on a subspace, 푧푐 ∈ ℝ푑푐 and its associatedon another subspace, 푧푚 ∈ ℝ푑푚 . The generator models the joint space 푍푙 ∈ ℝ푑 , where ℝ푑 = ℝbination of a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [8] to generate the temporal dynamics of video
al upscaling network to generate the associated spatial information. The video generation proce
latent variable 푧푡푚 at each time-step 푡 ∈ 푇 from the motion subspace, processing it with ang the resulting output with 푧푐 to form 푧 = [푧푐 ;퐺푅푈 (푧1−푇푚 )], where 푧 ∈ 푍푙. The upscalingproject 푧 to the image space to form video frames. The MoCoGAN discriminator architecture
nents, a 2D image and 3D video discriminator. It is the current state-of-the-art model for low-
o generation [33].2
igh-resolution video GAN literature, Acharya et al. [1] propose Progressive Video GAN (Pro
combines progressive growing with 3D kernels and a sliced-wasserstein loss to generate video a
Saito and Saito [28] explore sub-sampling as a way to scale video GAN models to 192x192 vi
chieve state-of-the-art results when combined with a large batch training regime. Their propos
reduces memory and computational costs by sub-sampling across time, space and batch size as
re maps increases. The TGANv2 video generator is comprised of a convolutional LSTM and a
t also uses multiple rendering layers at different resolutions within the generation pipeline, in c
rchy of 3D discriminators to critic the generated video at different spatial and temporal resolu
-the-art model for high resolution video generation.
minator Architectures
h there is some variety in the architectures of video GAN generators, the associated discrimin
e remained fairly consistent. There are currently two primary choices for video GAN discrim
age + 3D video) discriminator architecture as in MoCoGAN, or a 3D video discriminator arch
TGAN and ProVGAN.4 Although it is relatively easy to develop well performing video GAN g
video discriminators often lead to GANs that perform badly and in many cases, cannot even train
in video discriminators being the most computational and memory expensive components in v
ection, we take a closer look at the current choice of video GAN discriminators and study the i
l decisions for this component have on model performance. In particular, we explore the questi
t makes a good discriminator for video GANs?".
denotes the concatenation operation ; between 푧푐 and 푧푚to the state-of-the-art as benchmarked on the UCF-101 dataset
2 [28], was published while this work was in review, we have included it in this article post hoc
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To answer this question, we analyse the properties of seminal video GAN discriminators for both dual and single
discriminat odel since
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Journal Pre-proofor architectures. For the dual discriminator architecture, our analysis focuses on theMoCoGANm
t video generation model to incorporate multiple architectural components in its discriminator.
representative model for single component discriminators due to the architectural similarity o
or to that of MoCoGAN.
rimental Setup
ginal experimental code for the MoCoGAN 5 and TGAN 6 model is publicly available. As such
the original experimental code and settings to allow for accurate analysis and aid reproducibility
ance benchmarking is carried out on a single 12GB Titan-X GPU.
ntitative Experiments
the UCF-101 dataset for our quantitative experiments [33]. This dataset was initially introduced
but was co-opted by the GAN research field in order to benchmark video GAN models. The
] is a video dataset consisting of 13,320 video clips divided across 101 different action categ
lution of 320 by 240 pixels.
processing pipeline center crops all videos to 240x240 pixels. For the MoCoGAN experiments, t
subsampled by a factor of 2 and 16 consecutive frame are randomly extracted. For the TGAN ex
not subsampled in order to match the original experimental conditions.7 We then resize the resu
l resolution (i.e. 16x64x64 or 16x128x128). We use the "trainlist01" training split containing 9
models as in previous works.
Metrics We benchmark performance against the video extensions of the Inception Score (IS) a
istance (FID) where a higher IS implies that the generated video is of a higher visual quality a
a better fit to the modes of the data distribution (i.e. good diversity).8 These metrics are highly s
tion so we use their exact implementation from the original TGAN experiments [27]. We calcu
ort1M pre-trained C3D classification model fine-tuned on UCF-101 from the original TGAN ex
te the FID using the activations from the second to last linear layer, denoted fc7, of the same C
ous works, we generate 10000 samples from the model to evaluate each metric and derive a roug
y repeating this procedure four times.
litative Results
the MUG Facial Expression Database (MUG-FED) for our qualitative experiments [2]. This
f 1462 video sequences of 86 people demonstrating 7 categories of facial expression; anger, fe
sadness, surprise and neutral. The videos are recorded at a resolution of 896x896 pixels and rang
es.
Metrics For each model, 10000 video samples are generated and randomly sub-divided into 10
in each batch are tiled and aggregated into a single larger video. The tiled videos are presente
human participants for a side-by-side visual evaluation of sample quality and batch diversity.
oGAN Discriminator
h the seminal video GAN models used a single 3D video discriminator, later works such as M
ter results with a dual (2D image + 3D video) discriminator model. In theory, a high-capacity dis
s whose dimensionality matches that of the input data distribution should allow for better cri
is is not observed and the MoCoGAN authors attribute the performance boost gained with the a
vel discriminator to its ability to "focus on static appearances". In the following section, we inve
rovide a more thorough explanation grounded with empirical observations.
AN Code: https://github.com/sergeytulyakov/mocogan
ode: https://github.com/pfnet-research/tgan
or TGAN trained with temporal subsampling and MoCoGAN trained without temporal subsampling are explicitly labe
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3.2.1. Ablation Study
Table 1 e identical
patch-level the image
discriminat
Table
MoCo
Layer
Input
c0
c1 eLU
c2 eLU
c3
We repl o ascertain
how much
Table
MoCo
Row
1 4.61
2 .90
3 1.03
4 2.52
5 .92
6 .85
7 7.64
8 0.47
9
In Tabl r (row 1 vs
row 3) and onstrated
by the the m
We wer saturating
loss functio g(1 − 푡) in
Equation 1. etween the
real and fak criminator
vanishes, st generator
to maximis for a non-
vanishing g mance but
we maintai plicate the
published p the model
(row 5). Do 80% of the
discriminat rformance
as it was no ounts for a
significant
3.2.2. Hes
In this s
of the GAN
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Journal Pre-proofdetails the architectures for the MoCoGAN 2D image and 3D video discriminators. These ar
discriminators that operate on 46×46 patches of the input video frames with the distinction that
or is comprised of 2D convolution kernels and the video discriminator utilizes 3D kernels.
1
GAN Image and Video Discriminators
Image Configuration Video Configuration
height × width × 3 16 × height × width × 3
Conv2D-(N64, K4, S2, P1), LReLU Conv3D-(N64, K4, S(1,2,2), P(0,1,1)), LReLU
Conv2D-(N128, K4, S2, P1), BN, LReLU Conv3D-(N128, K4, S(1,2,2), P(0,1,1)), BN, LR
Conv2D-(N256, K4, S2, P1), BN, LReLU Conv3D-(N256, K4, S(1,2,2), P(0,1,1)), BN, LR
Conv2D-(N1, K4, S2, P1) Conv3D-(N1, K4, S(1,2,2), P(0,1,1))
icate the results for this model on the UCF-101 dataset and ablate its discriminator components t
each component contributes to the final model performance. Results are presented in Table 2.
2
GAN Ablation
Model Disc Params IS ↑ FID ↓
MoCoGAN 3.3M 11.58 ± .04 9485.34 ± 1
MoCoGAN - NoTemporalSubsampling 3.3M 10.35 ± .06 9657.44 ± 3
MoCoGAN - Video Discriminator Only 2.7M 11.09 ± .03 9565.65 ± 2
MoCoGAN - Image Discriminator Only .7M 8.26 ± .04 10494.09 ± 1
MoCoGAN - 2xChannels 13.2M 12.61 ± .08 9166.81 ± 9
MoCoGAN - 2xChannels - Video Discriminator Only 10.5M 11.73 ± .05 9461.10 ± 1
MoCoGAN - Video Discriminator Only - ksize2 .3M 3.98 ± .02 13664.81 ±
MoCoGAN - Image Discriminator Only - ksize8 2.7M 7.62 ± .04 10337.71 ±
MoCoGAN- Original published in [36] 3.3M 12.42 ± .03
e 2, we observe that there is a degradation in performance without an image-level discriminato
we also observe that image-level statistics can account for most of the model performance as dem
odel trained with an image-only discriminator (row 4).
e not able to replicate the published results and suspect that this could be due to the MoCoGANs
n. The loss function used in the original GAN formulation set 푓퐷(푡) = log(푡) and 푓퐺(푡) = lo
푓퐺 saturates when the discriminator overpowers the generator and learns a perfect classifier be data distribution. As a result, the gradient signal propagated back to the generator via the dis
alling training for the generator. Goodfellow et al. [10] proposed a solution for this by training the
e 푓퐷, i.e. 푓퐺 = −푓퐷. This provides for a non-saturating version of the GAN loss that allowsradient signal through out training (Figure 1). The non-saturating loss did not improve perfor
n it for all further experiments to avoid potential saturation issues. We were only able to to re
erformance of theMoCoGANmodel, by doubling the number of channels in every component of
ubling just the channels for the video discriminator was not sufficient even though it accounts for
or parameters (row 6). Finally, we also measure the impact of temporal subsampling on model pe
t used in previous models such as TGAN (row 2). We observe that temporal subsampling acc
portion of model performance.
sian Analysis
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fection, we analyse the loss surface induced by the image and video discriminators via analysis of the Hessian
objective with respect to the discriminator parameters. Hessian analysis of neural networks is computa-
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Figure 1: N
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Figure 2 he primary
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Kernel Co e possibly
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Journal Pre-prooform of the gradient at each node in the computation graph for batches of real and fake data.
ensive, especially for large models such as those used in the video GAN domain. As an appr
the 푅-operator from Pearlmutter [23] to calculate the exact Hessian vector product for neura
e it with the Lanczos algorithm to calculate the eigen spectra of the Hessian. The gradient an
ith respect to the parameters of the discriminator and are given by 휓̇ = ∇푉 (퐺,퐷) and 휓̈ = ∇
. We track the leading eigenvalues of the Hessian throughout training and present these results i
provides an interesting perspective as to what is going on with the MoCoGAN discriminator. T
is that for identical discriminator architectures, an increase in kernel dimensionality results in a l
cantly more pathological curvature. Each discriminator component individually encounters e
ing that are an order of magnitude larger than the majority of leading eigenvalues. But ther
r of magnitude difference between the maximum eigenvalue and majority leading eigenvalues
iminator, when compared against the 3D video discriminator (see Figure 2a vs 2b and Figure 2c v
parameters results in a generally smoother loss landscape with possibly more saddle points (see
igure 2b vs 2d). A consistent observation is that the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue tends
training and that this effect is less observable with an increase in discriminator kernel dimensio
mplexity vs Kernel Dimensionality: It could be said that the observations in Figure 2 ar
of kernel complexity rather than dimensionality. But increasing the parameter complexity of
or such that it matches that of the video discriminator leads to little deterioration in the loss la
iscriminator (Figure 3a vs Figure 2b). Instead we observe that even with an increase in kernel c
dscapes induced by the image discriminators are more similar to each other in terms of curvat
ed by the video discriminator (Figure 2a, 2c, and 3a vs Figure 2b). Furthermore, Figure 3b
pse, a video discriminator with half the kernel complexity of an image discriminator induces a s
o that of the original MoCoGAN video discriminator ( Figure 2b vs Figure 3b) .
omplexity vs Kernel Dimensionality: An argument could be made that the dataset complex
re of the loss landscape. We analyse the loss surface of the MoCoGAN model trained on tw
th very different mode characteristics and scene dynamics, UCF-101 and MUG-FED. UCF-10
nt classes with different inter and intra class variability for each video when compared to M
is a dataset with a fixed background and different faces under controlled lighting making diffe
. UCF-101 is a significantly more complex dataset than MUG-FED and our analysis shows th
dscape is affected by the dataset, resulting in landscapes with different characteristics (see Fi
re 2b vs 3d). But we still observe that the curvature of this landscape is primarily dictated by
lity resulting in similar curvature magnitude profiles for models trained on either dataset (see
e 3c, 3d). In particular, we observe the same order of magnitude difference between the eigenva
n for 2D image discriminators when compared against their 3D video counterparts.
laining the Dual Video Discriminator
tic gradient decent (SGD) requires a smooth loss landscape for stable optimisation. An ill-c
udes to directions of high curvature in this landscape that lead to instabilities in the optimization
orks [26, 17]. The GAN optimisation process is itself also highly unstable, exhibiting rotational
l dynamics that are detrimental to convergence [4], more so if the true data distribution is conce
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fensional manifold as is likely in video [20, 18].
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(c) M ator
Figure 2: T tors of the
MoCoGAN w these for
MoCoGAN est positive
eigenvalue e
Figure 2 athologies.
For the Mo magnitude
larger than 2D image
discriminat portantly,
Figure 2 sh eases. The
eigenvalues tude larger
than those eter com-
plexity. Alt riminators
in models s landscape
induced by ator likely
improves p in Table 2,
row 6, whe nt boost in
performanc
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Journal Pre-proof(a) MoCoGAN- Image Discriminator (b) MoCoGAN- Video Discriminator
oCoGAN 2xChannels - Image Discriminator (d) MoCoGAN 2xChannels - Video Discrimin
he 10 largest eigenvalues of the loss Hessian with respect to the image and video discrimina
architecture. (a) and (b) show these values for the original MoCoGAN architecture. (c) and (d) sho
with the number of channels doubled (see MocoGAN - 2xChannels in Table 2). 휆+ denotes the larg
ncountered during training and 휆− the largest negative eigenvalue.
shows that the optimisation landscape induced by video GAN discriminators has significant p
CoGAN discriminators, the highest Hessian eigenvalue observed is at times up to an order of
the next leading eigenvalue. This behaviour is observed at the early stages of training for the
or but these extreme outliers exist throughout training for the 3D video discriminator. More im
ows that these pathologies are made worse as the kernel dimensionality of the discriminator incr
of the loss Hessian induced by the video discriminator are altogether almost an order of magni
of the image discriminator. Figure 3 shows that this is irrespective of dataset and kernel param
ogether, these observations help to explain the emergence of dual 2D image and 3D video disc
uch as MoCoGAN [36]. SGD and its derivatives face a bigger challenge optimising the loss
a 3D discriminator when compared to that of a 2D discriminator. As a result, the 2D discrimin
erformance by providing a better image-level gradient signal for the generator. The observations
re increasing the number of parameters for the 3D video discriminator did not lead to a significa
e lend further support to this hypothesis.
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(a) or
(c r
Figure 3: T MoCoGAN
architecture ters of the
original ima er kernel of
the original MUG-FED
dataset. 휆+ envalue.
3.3. TGA
In the p s with high
curvature w criminator
and manag study (see
Table 8); T clamping
of the spect in practice
via Singula than one,
enforcing a ng training
and the TGA ance. We
analyse the presented
in Table 3 a
Figure 4 theMoCo-
GAN video dle points,
characterise
E Kahembw
Journal Pre-proofMoCoGAN ksize8 - Image Discriminator (b) MoCoGAN ksize2 - Video Discriminat
) MoCoGAN MUG - Image Discriminator (d) MoCoGAN MUG - Video Discriminato
he 10 largest eigenvalues of the loss Hessian with respect to the image and video discriminators of the
. (a) shows these values for an image discriminator with kernels that have four times the parame
ge discriminator. (b) shows these values for a video discriminator with an eighth the parameters p
video discriminator. (c) and (d) show these values for the MoCoGAN discriminators trained on the
denotes the largest positive eigenvalue encountered during training and 휆− the largest negative eig
N Discriminator
revious section, we established that naive application of 3D discriminators induces loss landscape
hen compared to that induced by 2D discriminators. TGAN [27] utilizes a single 3D video dis
es to match the performance of dual discriminator models like MoCoGAN. In our replication
GAN consistently outperforms MoCoGAN. Inspired by Wasserstein GAN [3], TGAN proposes
ral norm of the discriminator to a maximum of one in order to stabilize training. This is achieved
r Value Clipping (SVC) of the weight matrices such that all singular values are equal to or less
1-Lipschitz constraint on the video discriminator. This clipping is applied every 푛 iterations duri
N authors demonstrate that applying SVC leads to stable training and significantly better perform
loss landscape induced by SVC and observe how it impacts model performance. The results are
nd Figure 4.
provides an interesting insight into the TGANdiscriminator, especially when contrasted against
discriminator (see Figure 2b). The TGAN discriminator induces a loss landscape filled with sad
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Table 3
TGAN Mod
Model
TGAN - SV
TGAN - SV
TGAN - No
TGAN - No
TGAN - SV
eLU
N, LReLU
N, LReLU
N, LReLU
Figure 4: T ithout SVC
applied. 휆+ envalue.
observe tha With SVC
applied, we s to more
stable train
We also ampling of
video frame rimentally
controlled f
4. Lower
We hav ich is well
understood inator can
smooth the nditioning
number of irection in
terms of dis
• "Do
In addit tors, there
are other di y costs. In
this section
E Kahembw
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(a) TGAN Reproduction
IS ↑ FID ↓
C 11.93 ± .08 9127.80 ± 13.77
C - Original [27] 11.85 ± .07
rmal 8.98 ± .06 10093.02 ± 11.06
rmal - Original [27] 9.18 ± .11
C - 2xTime 13.28 ± .09 8797.95 ± 10.39
(b) TGAN Discriminator
Layer Block Configuration
Input 16 × height × width × 3
c0 Conv3D-(N64, K4, S2, P1), LR
c1 Conv3D-(N128, K4, S2, P1), B
c2 Conv3D-(N256, K4, S2, P1), B
c3 Conv3D-(N512, K4, S2, P1), B
c4 Conv2D-(N1, K4, S1, P0,)
(a) TGAN - SVC (b) TGAN - Normal
he 10 leading eigenvalues of the loss Hessian with respect to the TGAN discriminator, with and w
denotes the largest positive eigenvalue encountered during training and 휆− the largest negative eig
t the curvature of the loss landscape becomes more extreme throughout training (Figure 4b).
observe a comparatively smooth loss landscape with a better conditioned Hessian. This lead
ing dynamics and better performance as shown in Table 3a.
observe from results presented in row 2 of Table 2 and the last row of Table 3a, that temporal subs
s has a significant impact on model performance. When temporal subsampling of frames is expe
or, it appears that TGAN significantly outperforms MoCoGAN according to both FID and IS.
-Dimensional Video Discriminators
e established that good discriminator performance is promoted by a smooth loss landscape, wh
for neural networks. We have shown how enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constraint on the discrim
loss landscape. We have also demonstrated that there is a strong correlation between the co
the Hessian and the kernel dimensionality of the discriminator. This opens up an interesting d
criminator architecture design.
video discriminators require 3D kernels?"
ion to the higher curvature optimisation landscapes induced by higher dimensional discrimina
sadvantages to using higher dimensional kernels such as an increase in computation and memor
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Most generators for video GANs utilize kernels with amaximum dimensionality of two [27, 36, 28], but all discrim-
inators curr e temporal
dynamics u discrimi-
nation may ains such
as video re on models
without com from Sec-
tion 3 prov we seek to
replace 3D putational
efficiency g
We now Networks
(LDVD-GA lower than
the ambien s 3D, thus
LDVD-GA on.
4.1. Facto
Decom ecognition
and underst
Kℎ,푤 (2)
are convolu factorized
into A and
F푖+1 (3)
where ∗○ applied.
We obs torizations
to improve iew all the
relevant lite
The R(2 d applies a
factorizatio s inception
block and m -3D (P3D)
family of m block of a
2D residual e first half
and tempor temporal-
spatial-tem ll of these
models pre sification.
The fac Eq. 3. Our
factorized c ize is set to
one. Its out 3D kernel
with its spa ant to note
that unlike erations is
crucial for
The fac dentical to
their origin
4.2. Temp
The Te purely 2D
network for e temporal
receptive fi
For Mo as the sole
discriminiti unterparts
and then in
9This inc
E Kahembw
Journal Pre-proofently incorporate 3D kernels. Thus, we explore the possibility that it may be possible to captur
sing a more compressed kernel representation since locally, most information useful for video
lie on a lower dimensional manifold. This hypothesis is supported by results from related dom
cognition, where [35, 9, 34, 24, 38, 16] have successfully removed 3D kernels from classificati
promising model performance. In most cases, performance has improved and our observations
ide a possible explanation for this phenomenon, a better conditioned loss Hessian. Similarly,
video GAN discriminators with lower dimensional approximations, resulting in memory and com
ains as well as better performance due to more stable training dynamics.
introduce a family of Lower Dimensional Video Discriminators for Generative Adversarial
Ns). These discriminators are characterised by having a maximal kernel dimension that is
t dimension of the data modality they are applied to. The ambient dimension for video data i
Ns are restricted to 1D and 2D kernels, with 2D kernels being the kernels of maximum dimensi
rized Convolutions
posing 3D convolution kernels into 2D and/or 1D is an area of active research interest in video r
anding [35, 9, 34, 24, 38]. This process can formally be defined as:
,푡 = Aℎ,푤 ⊗ b푡. where K ∈ ℝ푘ℎ×푘푤×푘푡 ,A ∈ ℝ푘ℎ×푘푤 ,b ∈ ℝ푘푡 ,
tion kernels and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. K is from the subset of kernels that can be
b as shown in Eq. 2. A convolution over a feature map F ∈ ℝ푓ℎ×푓푤×푓푡 can then be defined as:
= (F푖푓ℎ,푓푤 ∗○ A)푓푡 ∗○ b
denotes the convolution operation9 and the subscripts denote the dimensions over which it is
erve that some work in orthogonal domains such as video classification has explored similar fac
performance. In order to situate this article in the video classification domain, we now rev
rature in this field.
+1)D model [35] integrates batch normalization and activation layers after every convolution an
n similar to Eq. 3 sequentially, while the S3D-G [38] model uses similar factorizations within it
odulates the information processed through them via a feature gating mechanism. The Pseudo
odels [24] explores different orderings of spatial and temporal convolutions within the bottleneck
network. The 퐹푆푇퐶푁 model [34] splits the network in half, applying spatial convolutions to thal convolutions to the down-stream features. In the two-stream literature, ST-ResNet [9] applies a
poral factorization within its bottleneck blocks combined with inter-stream residual paths. A
sent impressive results when compared to their 3D counterparts within the domain of video clas
torized convolution applied in our discriminators is unique but can be related to the one shown in
onvolutions are applied via 3D convolution layers. For spatial convolutions, the temporal filter s
put is passed through an activation layer and the resulting feature map is passed through another
tial filter size set to 1. This filter aggregates and processes temporal information. It is import
in other fields, the intermediate activation layer between the spatial and temporal convolution op
video GAN performance and we do not apply batch normalisation before or after it.
torized MoCoGAN and TGAN discriminator architectures are presented in Table 4. They are i
al counterparts with the exception that all the 3D convolution kernels are factorized.
oral Shift Module
mporal Shift Module (TSM) [16], entirely forgoes 3D and/or 1D kernels. Instead, it adapts a
video processing by shifting a portion of channels temporally. This allows for an increase in th
eld of each layer controlled by the temporal shift distance and the layer depth.
CoGAN, we apply the TSM to the MoCoGAN image discriminator architecture and use that
ve function during training. For TGAN,we first replace all 3D convolution layers with their 2D co
terleave convolution operations with shifting operations via the use of TSMs.
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Table 4
Factorized d
Layer Confi
c0ℎ,푤 K(1,
c0푡 K(4,
c1ℎ,푤 K(1,
c1푡 K(4,
c2ℎ,푤 K(1,
c2푡 K(4,
c3ℎ,푤 K(1,
c3푡 K(4,
perations
ReLU
LU
ReLU
, LReLU
ReLU
, LReLU
ReLU
, LReLU
ReLU
Tempor irection is
a single tim residual or
skip connec
5. Exper
It is imp ntal setups
of the origi hts gained
from Sectio ) for video
generation. antly more
efficient arc dels. Cru-
cially, we a rformance
of previous
5.1. Facto
We exp on 4. We
aim to gaug onal video
discriminat grees. Our
proposed L respective
video discr esponds to
the factoris f Table 5b.
The same a factorised
discriminat We denote
the differen e first 3D
convolution . All other
non-factori els trained
with these pended to
it. We exp results are
presented in
Table 5 an outper-
form their 3 rformance
improves in and con-
sequently t moderate
performanc riminator.
We denote spectively.
These are t
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(a) MoCoGAN - Factorized
guration Block Operations
4,4),S(1,2,2),P(0,1,1),ch64 c0ℎ,푤, LReLU
1,1),S1,P(1,0,0),ch64 c0푡, LReLU
4,4),S(1,2,2),P(0,1,1),ch128 c1ℎ,푤, LReLU
1,1),S1,P(1,0,0),ch128 c1푡, BN, LReLU
4,4),S(1,2,2),P(0,1,1),ch256 c2ℎ,푤, LReLU
1,1),S1,P(1,0,0),ch256 c2푡, BN, LReLU
4,4),S(1,2,2),P(0,1,1),ch256 c4ℎ,푤, LReLU
1,1),S1,P(1,0,0),ch1 c4푡
(b) TGAN - Factorized
Layer Configuration Block O
c0ℎ,푤 K(1,4,4),S(1,2,2),P(0,1,1),ch64 c0ℎ,푤, L
c0푡 K(4,1,1),S(2,1,1),P(1,0,0),ch64 c0푡, LRe
c1ℎ,푤 K(1,4,4),S(1,2,2),P(0,1,1),ch128 c1ℎ,푤, L
c1푡 K(4,1,1),S(2,1,1),P(1,0,0),ch128 c1푡, BN
c2ℎ,푤 K(1,4,4),S(1,2,2),P(0,1,1),ch256 c2ℎ,푤, L
c2푡 K(4,1,1),S(2,1,1),P(1,0,0),ch256 c2푡, BN
c3ℎ,푤 K(1,4,4),S(1,2,2),P(0,1,1),ch512 c3ℎ,푤, L
c3푡 K(4,1,1),S(2,1,1),P(1,0,0),ch512 c3푡, BN
c4ℎ,푤 K(4,4),S1,P0,ch1 c4ℎ,푤, L
al shifting is only applied between intermediate layers and the temporal shift distance in either d
e-step applied to a quarter of the channels for each direction as in [16]. We do not integrate any
tions before, during or after shifting operations.
iments
ortant to note that we do not do any hyper-parameter tuning, nor do we deviate from the experime
nal TGAN and MoCoGAN experiments. Our sole focus in these experiments is to apply the insig
n 3 and demonstrate the efficacy of using Lower Dimensional Video Discriminators (LDVDs
In doing so we also improve on the state-of-the-art for video generation and provide a signific
hitecture for high-resolution video generation, competitive with state-of-the-art multi-gpu mo
chieve all this by showing that our proposed lower dimensional discriminators can double the pe
ly published models and set state-of-the-art results using only a single GPU.
rized Convolutions
lore the space of lower dimensional video architectures induced by our formulation in Secti
e how much dimension factorization affects baseline performance when using a lower dimensi
or. As such, we benchmark lower dimensional discriminators that are factorized to different de
DVD architectures in Table 4 apply factorized convolutions for all 3D convolution layers in their
iminator architectures. For theMoCoGAN discriminator (Table 1), factorizing layer c0 to c3 corr
ed discriminator architecture shown in Table 4a whose performance is presented in the final row o
pplies for the TGAN discriminator (Table 3b), where factorizing layer c0 to c3 corresponds to the
or architecture shown in Table 4b whose performance is presented in the final row of Table 5a.
t discriminators by the layers at which factorization is applied. c0 denotes factorization of th
layer, c0-c1 denotes factorization of the first and second convolution layers, so on and so forth
zed convolution layers are restricted to using 2D convolution kernels. The performance of mod
discriminators is presented in Table 5. The TGAN discriminator has an additional 2D layer ap
lore how temporal aggregation methods applied to its inputs affect model performance. The
Figure 5.
and Figure 5 provide for several interesting observations; the first being that factorized LDVDs c
D counterparts using a fraction of their parameters. In particular for the TGAN discriminator, pe
every case. The best performing factorized TGAN discriminator boosts the IS by around 15%
he state-of-the-art for 64x64 video generation by around 10%. In comparison, we only observe
e improvements for theMoCoGANmodel and suspect that this is likely due to a bottlenecked disc
the best performing factorized TGAN and MoCoGAN models as TGAN-F and MoCoGAN-F re
he c0-c1 discriminators from Table 5.
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Table 5
Performanc onvolution
layers
Model
TGAN [27]
TGAN Ours
Layer: c0
Layer: c0-c1
Layer: c0-c2
Layer: c0-c3
Params
3.3M
3.3M
0.7M
0.7M
1M
1M
Figure 5: P
Improving loss land-
scapes; incr yers in the
discriminat ilize train-
ing and its f CoGAN-F
discriminat .09 and an
FID of 906
Temporal s that they
only proces apacity to
process tem as well.
5.2. Temp
Table 6 ginal TSM
models from maps. Our
discriminat inator with
temporal sh al shifting
used to cap
The tem traditional
image discr size of the
temporal re nce of the
TGAN mod observe a
drop in per
E Kahembw
Journal Pre-proofe on the UCF-101 dataset for discriminators with factorization applied to a varying number of c
(a) TGAN - Factorized Convolutions
Inception Score↑ FID↓ Params
11.85 ± .07 11M
11.93 ± .08 9128 ± 14 11M
12.86 ± .15 9031 ± 2 2.8M
13.62 ± .06 8943 ± 4 2.8M
13.11 ± .06 8989 ± 4 3.1M
12.45 ± .04 9082 ± 1 4.2M
(b) MoCoGAN - Factorized Convolutions
Model Inception Score↑ FID↓
MoCoGAN [36] 12.42 ± .03
MoCoGAN Ours 11.58 ± .04 9485 ± 15
Layer: c0 9.71 ± .05 9886 ± 13
Layer: c0-c1 11.60 ± .05 9424 ± 12
Layer: c0-c2 10.56 ± .10 9518 ± 6
Layer: c0-c3 10.20 ± .09 9694 ± 3
(a) Pooling strategy vs Performance (b) Parameter Efficiency vs Performance
erformance of factorized TGAN discriminator architectures on 64x64 UCF-101 video generation
MoCoGAN Performance: In Section 3 we demonstrate three ways of encouraging smooth
easing the number of discriminator parameters, using an LDVD and directly enforcing that all la
or are 1-Lipschitz continuous. The TGAN model applies Singular Value Clipping (SVC) to stab
actorized discriminators benefit from it. We explore enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constraint on theMo
or via spectral normalization [19] and observe that it improves performance to an IS of 12.33 ±
9 ± 4.
Resolution: An interesting observation about the MoCoGAN-F and TGAN-F discriminators i
s temporal information in their initial couple of layers. Factorised discriminators with more c
poral information further downstream and over a longer temporal receptive field do not perform
oral Shift Module
summarizes experiments from our exploration of the temporal shifting strategy. As in the ori
Lin et al. [16], single-step temporal shifting in each direction is applied to a quarter of feature
or naming convention is similar to that in the previous section, whereby ci-ck denotes a discrim
ifting applied after layers i through k. All discriminators are entirely 2D in nature with tempor
ture and merge temporal information between intermediate layers.
poral shift module (TSM) allows for video discriminators with the same number of parameters as
iminators. Additionally, the parameter cost of the discriminator is constant regardless of the
ceptive field. This can be seen in Table 6a, where a 2D discriminator improves the performa
el by around 10%, through depth-wise regulation of the Temporal Receptive Field (TRV). We
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Table 6
Performanc pths
Model
TGAN [27]
TGAN Ours
Layer: c0
Layer: c0-c1
Layer: c0-c2
rams
.3M
.3M
.7M
.7M
.7M
continuous -TSM and
MoCoGAN
When c carried out
by the 1D k ble cost in
terms of m ning times
by 10-40%
5.3. Com
5.3.1. A n
An accu resolution
video gene nce (FID)
are known onstrained
and require frame sub-
subsamplin enchmark
the IS of th ce dataset
videos have h standard
deviation b ese results
are shown i
Table 7
Inception Sc
Inceptio Crop
70.01 ± center
73.63 ± center
73.46 ± center
71.68 ± andom
94.49 ± center
94.93 ± center
94.66 ± center
94.16 ± andom
Dataset N isation file
used during v2 authors
[28]. We no 1].
5.3.2. Low
Table 8
models for
E Kahembw
Journal Pre-proofe on the UCF-101 dataset for discriminators using the Temporal Shift Modules at different layer de
(a) TGAN - Temporal Shifting
Inception Score↑ TRV Params
11.85 ± .07 22 11M
11.93 ± .08 22 11M
11.76 ± .06 3 2.8M
12.11 ± .12 5 2.8M
12.32 ± .07 7 2.8M
(b) MoCoGAN - Temporal Shifting
Model Inception Score↑ TRV Pa
MoCoGAN [36] 12.42 ± .03 22 3
MoCoGAN Ours 11.58 ± .04 22 3
Layer: c0 8.90 ± .05 3 0
Layer: c0-c1 9.82 ± .07 5 0
Layer: c0-c2 9.60 ± .02 7 0
. We denote the best performing discriminators for TGAN and MoCoGAN from Table 6, TGAN
-TSM respectively.
omparing temporal shifting to factorized convolutions, we observe that the temporal processing
ernels in factorized convolutions result in significant improvements in performance for negligi
emory and computation. The shifting strategy is comparatively expensive, often increasing trai
depending on the number of shifting operations carried out.
parison with State-of-the-Art
ote on the IS and FID of UCF-101 Videos
rate comparison against previous work requires that a distinction be made between low and high
ration. This is because metrics such as the Inception Score (IS) and Fréchet Inception Dista
to be sensitive to image resolution [7, 6]. In video, the additional temporal dimension is unc
s some procedure for sub-sequence selection. Additionally, data augmentation methods such as
g (i.e. skip every 푛 frames) or cropping are applied to some publishedmodels but not others. We b
e UCF-101 ’trainlist01’ dataset used in the video GAN literature under different conditions. Sin
more frames than the evaluation networks 16 frame temporal resolution, we can derive a roug
y repeating the evaluation process four times with randomly sampled 16 frame sub-sequences. Th
n Table 7.
ore and FID of the UCF-101 dataset under different conditions
n Score FID Resolution 2x Subsampling Random Video Reversal
.08 1765.86 ± 2.66 16 × 64 × 64 × 3
.11 1685.63 ± 2.73 16 × 64 × 64 × 3 ✓
.17 1686.85 ± 1.71 16 × 64 × 64 × 3 ✓ ✓
.21 1652.62 ± 1.07 16 × 64 × 64 × 3 ✓ ✓ r
.06 728.63 ± 1.79 16 × 128 × 128 × 3
.09 804.19 ± 0.91 16 × 128 × 128 × 3 ✓
.11 804.40 ± 0.67 16 × 128 × 128 × 3 ✓ ✓
.11 718.91 ± 1.54 16 × 128 × 128 × 3 ✓ ✓ r
ormalization: We observed that both the IS and FID are highly sensitive to the mean normal
evaluation and as a result maintain the use of the mean normalisation file provided by the TGAN
te that our 128 resolution results in Table 7 are close to the true data IS of 83.18 published in [
er Resolution Generation
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ofpresents results for the best performing TSM and factorized discriminators against the state-of-the-art
64x64 video generation.
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Table 8
Performanc
Mo ↑
VG
TG
Mo
TG
TG
TG
Mo
Mo
Mo
Mo
Mo
Both TG arameters
of the orig generation
and outper temporal
subsamplin able 2 and
the last row
5.3.3. Hig
The com criminator
allows for th Our high-
resolution v ppropriate
modificatio
Table 9
Performanc
Mod ams
ProV
ProV
TGA 0M
TGA 0M
TGA 0M
TGA 6M
TGA 7M
TGA 5M
TGA 6M
TGA 0M
Table 9 + 4xTem-
poralCh) co ImageCh)
correspond rresponds
to doubling o applying
all the abov
The firs by at least
15%. The ideo GAN
architecture es of up to
32 and at r ll) almost
doubles the arameters
and hardwa -of-the-art
results whi
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Journal Pre-proofe on the 64x64 UCF-101 video generation benchmark
del Inception Score ↑ FID ↓ Parameter Reduction
AN [37] (2016) 8.18 ± .05
AN [27] (2017) 11.85 ± .07
CoGAN [36] (2018) 12.42 ± .03
AN (our reproduction) 11.93 ± .08 9127.80 ± 13.77
AN-TSM 12.32 ± .07 9796.68 ± 2.29 74.93%
AN-F 13.62 ± .06 8942.63 ± 3.72 74.19%
CoGAN (our reproduction) 11.58 ± .04 9485.34 ± 14.61
CoGAN-TSM 9.82 ± .07 10608.66 ± 15.67 79.99%
CoGAN-F 11.60 ± .05 9424.01 ± 12.16 69.61%
CoGAN-F + SN 12.33 ± .09 9069.11 ± 3.97 69.61%
CoGAN + TGAN-F Discriminator 12.53 ± .01 9038.42 ± 9.21 15.16%
AN-TSM and TGAN-F outperform the original TGAN architecture using a quarter of the the p
inal discriminator. Furthermore, TGAN-F sets a new state-of-the-art result for 64x64 video
forms complex higher resolution models such as ProVGAN (see Table. 9) without exploiting
g, a technique which we have shown to significantly boost performance (see the second row of T
of Table 3a). Next, we explore higher resolution video generation with this architecture.
her Resolution Generation
putation and memory gains achieved by reducing the maximum kernel dimension of the dis
e TGANmodel to be scaled up to higher resolutions without issue, even on a single GPU system.
ideo generation model is based on our best performing low-resolution model, TGAN-F, with a
ns made to support higher resolutions.
e on the UCF-101 benchmark for high-resolution video generation
el Resolution Batchsize GPU/Memory IS↑ Par
GAN [1] (2018) 32×256×256 Multi-GPU/32GB 13.59
GAN + SWGAN [1] (2018) 32×256×256 Multi-GPU/32GB 14.56
Nv2 + 2xTime [28] (2020) 16×192×192 8 1 GPU/32GB 20.61 ± .28 20
Nv2 + 4xTime [28] (2020) 16×192×192 8 1 GPU/32GB 21.45 ± .29 20
Nv2 + 1xTime - (Our run) 16×192×192 2 1 GPU/12GB 14.04 ± .34 20
N-F 16×128×128 32 1 GPU/12GB 16.85 ± .04 1
N-F + 4xTemporalCh 16×128×128 32 1 GPU/12GB 17.72 ± .20 2
N-F + 2xImageCh 16×128×128 32 1 GPU/12GB 20.35 ± .23 2
N-F + 2xTime 16×128×128 32 1 GPU/12GB 17.23 ± .15 1
N-F + All 16×128×128 32 1 GPU/12GB 22.91 ± .19 7
presents results for TGAN-F benchmarked on the task of 128x128 video generation. TGAN-F (
rresponds to quadrupling the number of channels in the temporal frame generator, TGAN-F (+ 2x
s to doubling the number of channels in the TGAN-F image generator, TGAN-F (+ 2xTime) co
the temporal receptive field by subsampling a longer video and TGAN-F (+ All) corresponds t
e modifications to the TGAN-F architecture.
t observation is that TGAN-F trained on a single GPU outperforms all single-GPU models
second observation is that TGAN-F is significantly more parameter efficient than previous v
s. This consequently enables it to be more memory efficient, enabling training with batch siz
esolutions as high as 16x128x128 on a single GPU. Another observation is that TGAN-F (+ A
performance of the original TGAN model while using the same generator architecture, hyper-p
re constraints. The last observation is that TGAN-F (+ All) on a single gpu provides for state
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efficacy and efficiency of LDVD-GANs like TGAN-F, and shows its superior performance when compared to the
original TG l for video
generation putational
restraints, i efficacy of
our propose rformance
even when TGANv2
generates v e 7 for the
positive eff ions as our
proposed m d results in
an IS of 14 arameters
and can tra chieves an
Inception S eters and
16 times th
TGAN-F L tor during
optimisatio nal TGAN
discriminat criminator
helps to exp mensional
counterpart
Figure 6: T 휆+ denotes
the largest p
5.3.4. Qua
Figure generation
samples at -resolution
samples fro d panning
motions. Fu aterial.
Visual Qu from these
samples, th tal issue as
image GAN n image or
video frame erforming
image GAN Unrealistic
video frame s to tackle
10Supplem
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Journal Pre-proofAN model and many other video GAN models. TGANv2 [28], is the state-of-the-art mode
in large distributed multi-GPU settings, where it achieves an IS of 54.93. Under similar com
ts performance is still worse than an older model trained with an LDVD, this demonstrates the
d discriminator design. It should be noted that TGANv2 is unable to match our single-GPU pe
the model has access to more than two times the GPUmemory available to TGAN-F. Additionally
ideo at a higher resolution, and the IS metric is biased in favour of higher resolutions (see Tabl
ect of resolution on the IS metric). TGANv2 trained under the exact same experimental condit
odels (see row 6 of Table 9), can only fit a batch-size of 2 videos on the GPU at any one time an
.04. Our most basic LDVD model achieves an IS of 16.85 while using less than a tenth of the p
in with batchsizes 16 times larger under the same computational constraints. Our best model a
core of 22.91, a 1.5x improvement in performance over TGANv2, with less than half the param
e batch-size on a single GPU.
oss Landscape: Hessian analysis of the loss landscape induced by the TGAN-F discrimina
n shows that the curvature of this space is more than halved when compared to that of the origi
or (see Figure 6b vs 6a). The smoother loss landscape induced by the lower dimensional dis
lain the improved performance of the TGAN-F model when compared to its original higher di
, TGAN.
(a) TGAN (b) TGAN - F
he 10 leading eigenvalues of the Hessian with respect to the TGAN and TGAN-F discriminator.
ositive eigenvalue encountered during training and 휆− the largest negative eigenvalue.
litative Results
8 shows frames from TGAN-F models trained on MUG-FED at different resolutions. Video
resolutions of 512x512 are available in the supplementary material.10 Figure 9 shows high
m the same model trained on the UCF-101 dataset. We observe learned camera zooming an
ll resolution random samples and other qualitative results are available in the supplementary m
ality: Figures 7d, 8 and 9 present the current state-of-the-art visual results. As can be seen
ere is still room for improvement. We observe that video GANs suffer from the same fundamen
s; capturing and appropriately modelling high-level global structure. The individual patches of a
, may look realistic, but the overall image likely does not. This behaviour is observed in the best p
s such as BigGAN [7], and is exaggerated in video with the addition of the temporal dimension.
s undergo unrealistic transformations resulting in video that does not look realistic. Possible way
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fentary Material: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1J9gjS2HRTwoADQVqVoMbs5pBtO7rOGF6
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this issue include encouraging global consistency via pixel level supervision (e.g. a reconstruction loss), or integrating
structural p ).
Figure 7: T able in the
supplement
5.3.5. Qua
A huma
factorized d
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Journal Pre-proofriors such as attention [39], or training with augmented video data (e.g. integrating optical-flow
(a) MoCoGAN (b) MoCoGAN - F with SN
(c) TGAN (d) TGAN - F
he first frame of video samples for each of the models on 64x64 UCF-101. Full samples avail
ary material
ntitative Results
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ofn evaluation was carried out to compare the quality and diverity of samples generated by models using
iscriminators on the MUG-FED dataset against other models in the literature. These results are presented
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in Table 10.
Table 10
Human eval D dataset.
Figure 8: F and 64×64
resolutions
6. Concl
The fiel king a step
towards doi chitectures
and find th ature. As
a result, we ey are not
required for rnels with
lower dime rmance of
video GAN h the state-
of-the-art fo generation
settings.
We car ator archi-
tectures. W periments
demonstrat imension-
ality. We a nforcing a
1-Lipschitz principles,
we propose erful video
GAN mode
E Kahembw
Journal Pre-proofuation of the quality and diversity of samples generated by different models trained on the MUG-FE
Model Comparison Quality (%) Diversity (%)
MoCoGAN/TGAN 33.0/67.0 50.0/50.0
TGAN/TGAN-F 41.6/58.4 50.0/50.0
MoCoGAN/TGAN-F 25.0/75.0 16.6/83.4
rames from videos generated by our TGAN-F model trained on MUG-FED at 256×256, 128×128,
(top to bottom).
usion
d of image generation has enjoyed significant advances in recent years, and our work aims at ta
ng the same for video generation. Specifically, we study the properties of video discriminator ar
at higher dimensional video discriminators induce a loss landscape with relatively higher curv
question the utility of 3D kernels in video GAN models and empirically demonstrate that th
the video generation problem as it is currently framed. Our design proceeds by replacing 3D ke
nsional approximations, and our proposed lower dimensional discriminators, improve the perfo
generators they are applied to. As a result, we demonstrate performance that is competitive wit
r both single and multi-gpu video generation; in both low-resolution and high-resolution video
ried out a wide range of experiments across two generator models and many more discrimin
e summarise the successful results of this investigation in Section 3 and Section 5. These ex
e that the curvature of the loss landscape for video GAN discriminators increases with kernel d
lso uncover guiding principles to limit this behaviour; mainly avoiding 3D kernels, but also e
discriminator and increasing the number of parameters in a model (Section 4). Based on these
a family of lower dimensional video discriminator architectures that provide for efficient but pow
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ofls. Subsequently, we explore one such lower dimensional discriminator architecture, TGAN-F, resulting in
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Figure 9: F into scene,
Middle: Pan
state-of-the
E Kahembw
Journal Pre-prooframes from videos generated by TGAN-F trained on UCF-101 at 128×128 resolutions. Top: Zoom
left to right, Bottom: Rotate around center of focus.
-art performance for a single-gpu model (Section 5.3).
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